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Guanding 灌頂 (561-632), is the second patriarch of Chinese Tiantai Buddhism. He recorded, ed-
ited and transmitted the contents of lectures preached by Zhiyi 智顗 (538-597), Guanding’s master and 
the founder of Chinese Tiantai Buddhism. The Fahuaxuanyi 法華玄義 (Profound Meaning of the Lo-
tus Sutra), Fahuawenzhu 法華文句 (Words and Phrases of the Lotus Sutra) and Mohezhiguan 摩訶止
観 (Great Concentration and Insight) are representative of lectures originally preached by Zhiyi and 
recorded by Guanding. In Japan, these three documents are called Tendaisandaibu 天台三大部. 
Because the content of the Tendaisandaibu was based on Zhiyi’s lectures, these works are regarded 
as foundational to his thinking on Tiantai doctrine. Scholars such as Sato Tetsuei have argued that these 
works actually represent the opinions of their editor, or Guanding, as well1. Therefore, it is necessary to 
identify Guanding’s ideas within the Tendaisandaibu in order to distinguish between the doctrinal posi-
tions of Zhiyi and Guanding as a study of Guandin’s thinking. While Zhiyi’s doctrinal position can be 
found in his commentary on the Vimalakīrtinirdeśasūtra 維摩経 (translated by Kumārajīva, 344-413 
or 350-409), Guanding discusses his view of Tiantai doctorine in the Daboniepanjingshu 大般涅槃経
疏  (Commentary on the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra). To identify Guanding’s position in the Ten-
daisandaibu, it is indispensable to understand Guanding’s interpretation of Tiantai doctorine in his 
commentary. 
Guanding proposes the theory of the seven types of two truths in his commentary on the Mahāpa-
rinirvāṇa Sūtra. In his theory, Guanding combines Zhiyi’s theory of the seven types of two truths in the 
Fahuaxuanyi and the theory of eight types of two truths from the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra 大般涅槃経 
(translated by Huiyan 慧厳, 363-443). Zhiyi’s theory of seven types of two truths is a combination of 
other Zhiyi’s theories such as the fourfold teaching 四教 and the three advancements 三被接. These 
theories indicate levels of the Buddha’s teachings. 
On the other hand, similar to Guanding, previous scholar monks had already devised theories of 
the two truths based on the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. For instance, Sengzong 僧宗 (438-496) proposed 
that there were six types of two truths and Huiyuan 慧遠 (523-592) determined that there were eight 
types of two truths in the sutra. Moreover, Huiyuan used the theory of four teachings 四宗 in his un-
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derstanding of the eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. The theory of four teachings 
is a traditional theory of the Dilunzong 地論宗 (the Daśabhūmikā School). The theory indicates four 
classifications regarding levels of the Buddha’s teachings, which are the same as the fourfold teaching 
in Tiantai Buddhism. From this point of view, it can be said that Huiyuan had proposed a theory of two 
truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, which Guanding later used to devise his theory of seven types of 
two truths. In this paper, I argue that one aspect of Guanding’s thought developed from Zhiyi’s oral 
teachings, while he also devised this theory based on the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. 
In Section 2, I will discuss a general outline of the theory of seven types of two truths in the 
Fahuaxuanyi. In Section 3, I will explain the eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. 
Guanding integrated these two doctrines to devise his theory of seven types of two truths. In Section 4, I 
examine other scholar monk’s interpretations of the corresponding description in the Mahāparinirvāṇa 
Sūtra, from which Guanding based the theory of seven types of two truths. 
2. Regarding the Theory of Seven Types of Two Truth in the “Fahuaxuanyi” 
According to the Fahuaxuanyi (T33,P698b), there are six kinds of objective realms 境 to be ob-
served by a practitioner: the ten expressions of suchness 十如是; the twelvefold conditioned co-arising 
十二因縁 [twelve nidānas, dvādaśāṅga-pratītyasamutpāda]; the four noble truths 四聖諦; the two 
truths 二諦 [saṃvṛtisatya and paramārthasatya]; the threefold truth 三諦 and the one truth 一実諦. 
In the Fahuaxuanyi, Zhiyi uses the theory of seven types of two truths to explain the objective realm of 
the two truths, which are the mundane truth 俗諦  (saṃvṛtisatya) and the supreme truth 真諦 
(paramārthasatya). 
Prior research on the theory of seven types of two truths in the Fahuaxuanyi focuses on the content 
of each of the seven types of two truths. Earlier studies have addressed the theory of advancement 被接
説 as well2. On the other hand, previous research has yet to discuss the relation between Zhiyi’s theory 
of seven types of two truths in the Fahuaxuanyi and Guanding’s theory of seven types of two truths in 
the Daboniepanjingshu3. 
The theory of seven types of two truths in the Fahuaxuanyi establishes seven levels of the two 
truths. In his annotation of the Fahuaxuanyi, the Fahuaxuanyishiqian 法華玄義釈籤, Zhanran 湛然 
(711-782), the sixth patriarch of the Tiantai School during the Tang period of China, explains the details 
of the seven types of two truths. According to the Fahuaxuanyishiqian, the seven levels of two truths 
consists of the combination of the fourfold teaching 四教 and three advancements 三被接. The four-
fold teaching are tripitaka teaching 三蔵教, shared teaching 通教, distinct teaching 別教, and perfect 
teaching 円教. And the three advancements are an advancement from the shared teaching to the distinct 
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teaching 別接通, an advancement from the shared teaching to the perfect teaching 円接通 and an 
advancement from the distinct teaching to the perfect teaching 円接別. The fourfold teaching is a tra-
ditional Tiantai doctrine. It points to the classification of the Buddha’s teachings preached during his 
travel around the North India, which started from his attainment of Buddhahood at Buddha Gaya to his 
death (parinirvāṇa) at Kushinagar. The first tripitaka teaching is the lowest level of the Buddha’s 
teachings and the final perfect teaching is the highest. The three advancements are between the teach-
ings of the fourfold teaching. Here I don’t deal with the content of the theory of seven types of two 
truths of the Fahuaxuanyi, but the order of the seven types of two truths in the theory is shown below. 
☆The seven levels of two truths and the order 
Low level 蔵＜＜通＜＜別接通＜＜円接通＜＜別＜＜円接別＜＜円 High level 
Four fold teachings are tripitaka teaching 三蔵教, shared teaching 通教, distinct teaching 別教 and 
perfect teaching 円教. 
Three advancements are 別接通・円接通・円接別. 
3. Regarding the Theory of Eight Types of Two Truths in the “Mahāparinirvā- 
ṇa Sūtra” and Guanding’s Theory of Seven Types of Two Truths in the “Da- 
boniepanjingshu” 





These passages (in the Fahuaxuanyi that include the theory of seven types of two truths) are 
composed of seven parts. Even if you want to know the theory, concepts of seven types of two 
truths are separately treated in various sutras and it have never been preached in one place together. 
As an exception, after a description of the theory of four noble truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa 
Sūtra vol.12, there is enumeration of eight types of two truths. Zhangan (Guanding) understands 
these eight types of two truths with making the theory of seven types of two truths. The first two 
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He states that although the definitions of these seven concepts of two truths are treated separately 
in various texts, only the Fahuaxuanyi provides a complete view of seven types of two truths. Moreover, 
Zhanran refers to the theory of eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra and Guanding’s 
theory of seven types of two truths. According to Zhanran, Guanding formulated the seven types of two 
truths to explain eight types of two truths in Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. In the Daboniepanjingshu, 











1) The profane and the sacred. 
2) Named and unnamed. 
3) With firm essence and without firm essence. 
4) With determined essence and without determined essence. 
5) Showing wrong understanding of law or not. 
6) Existence of the concept of burned or not. 
7) Existence of suffering or not. 
8) Dependent origination. 
“Daboniepanjingshu,” T38,p.131a 
The problem here is how Guanding understood the eight types of two truths by using seven types 
of two truths. The second to eighth of two truths in Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra are essential to resolve this 
question. 
That is to say, Guanding adopted second to eighth of the eight types of two truths to the seven 
types of two truths in the Fahuaxuanyi. According to Guanding’s Daboniepanjingshu, the concept of 
the first two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra is subsumed in the other seven types of two truths. 
Thus, Guanding devised a new theory of seven types of two truths. 
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Now, I will clarify that each names of two truths in Zhiyi’s theory of seven types of two truths are 
different. But these two truths meanings are same. The first is the tripitaka teaching 三蔵教, 
second is the shared teaching 通教, third is the advancement from the shared teaching to the 
distinct teaching 別接通, fourth is the advancement from the shared teaching to the perfect 
teaching 円接通, fifth is the distinct teaching 別教, sixth is the advancement from the distinct 
teaching to the perfect teaching 円接別 and seventh is the perfect teaching 円教. According to 
the Fahuaxuanyi, these names of two truths are different but the meanings are necessarily same. … 
Now, I want to interpret the theory of eight types of two truths of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra with 
adopting it to the theory of seven types of two truths of the Fahuaxuanyi. Since Buddha’s thinking 
is difficult to understand, as a temporary measure, I use Zhiyi’s theory. Each two truths content of 
eight types of two truths of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra are not same. So I would explain the theory 
with eight sentences. If we distinguish between the two truths from both a mundane and super 
mundane perspective, the first set is implicated in the other seven types of two truths. Each and 
every set of the two truths has this meaning. 
“Daboniepanjingshu,” T38,p.131a. 
4. Sengzong 僧宗 and Huiyuan’s 慧遠 Interpretations of the Two Truths in 
the “Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra” 
To understand the theory of eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, Guanding 
proposed a theory of seven types of two truths in the Daboniepanjingshu in which he tried to draw a 
connection between Zhiyi’s theory and the description in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. First, in order to 
make this connection, Guanding abstracted eight types of two truths from the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. 
However, when we compare Guanding’s analysis with that of other scholar monks, we can see that this 
was neither a common nor an original interpretation of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. In the 
Daboniepanjingshu, Guanding gives an example of the other interpretations. 
爾時文殊下、第二明二二諦慧一者、先出二旧解六種二諦一。一、有空。二、虚実。三、世流
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From below of the description; at that time, Mañjuśrī asked Buddha; in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, 
wisdom of two truths is disclosed as a second paragraph. At first, I show the theory of six types of 
two truths as an interpretation of an earlier scholar monk. The theory of six types of two truths are: 
1) existence and emptiness; 2) emptiness and real substance; 3) ordinary concepts of the world or 
relying on the world phenomenon 4) continuity 5) co-arising of existence 6) arising by dependent 
origination .... Moreover, there is another theory of six types of two truths that’s names are 
different from the theory above, while meanings are same. The other theory of six types of two 
truths are: 1) mundane man and a sacred man; 2) emptiness and real substance 3) emptiness and 
real existence; 4) temporary being and essence; 5) phenomenon and truth; 6) close dependent 
origination and not close dependent origination.  
“Daboniepanjingshu,” T38,p.130b. 
There are two patterns for interpretations regarding six types of two truths. The latter pattern can 
be found in the Daboniepanjingjijie 大般涅槃経集解, which was completed about 10 years before 
Zhiyi was born. The text demonstrates various commentaries on the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra composed 
by various scholar monks. A quote below is Sengzong’s 僧宗 (438-496) interpretation of the same 






About the description of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, from; oh pious man, because of good 
expedience and conforming; to; the first is the dharma of imperfect world as like everyday life, the 
second is the dharma of perfect saint world; … According to Sengzong, after this description, there 
are six types of interpretations: 1) relative of deliverance and being in a state of spiritual darkness; 
2) relative of emptiness and real substance; 3) relative of existence and emptiness that is on a 
question from Mañjuśrī in the sutra; 4) relative of temporary being and essence; 5) relative of 
saṃskṛta 有為 and asaṃskṛta 無為; 6) relative of close dependent origination and not close 
dependent origination. 
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“Daboniepanjingjijie,” T37,p.487b. 
Sengzong, a scholar monk of the Nirvana School 涅槃宗4, determined that there were six, not 
eight, types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. Therefore, Guanding’s interpretation was not 
necessarily the standard view. 
Incidentally, the Daboniepanjingyiji 大般涅槃経義記, written by Huiyuan 慧遠（523-592）of the 
Southern branch of the Dilunzong 地論宗南道派, offers another interpretation. In this text, Huiyuan 
also concludes that there are eight types of two truths based on the same passage in the Mahāparinir-






From under the description of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra; oh pious men, if there is a doctrine, 
which relies on language; there is an indication of two aspects of two truths. At first, it cites for the 
number of 2. Second it enumerates two interiors of eight pairs of two truths each. This chapter 
explains the theory of two truths widely through eight sentences. The first two truths are explained 
from the perspective of the human beings. The things, which profane people recognize, are the 
conventional truth. And the things, which sacred people know, are the supreme truth.  
Other seven pairs of two truths concern dharmas. 
“Daboniepanjingjijie,” T37,p.738bc. 
Similar to Guanding, Huiyuan states that the theory of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra 
consists of eight types. According to Huiyuan, the first type of profane and sacred truth is explained 
from the perspective of the human beings. However, the other seven types concern dharmas. 
After this description, he uses the four teachings as interpreted in the Dilunzong to explain the 
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The preachments of Buddha can be roughly separated to two; Mahayana 大乗 and Hinayana 小
乗. And it can be separated in detail to four: 1) the teaching which establishes essential natures 立
性宗 that is shallow teaching of the Hinayana. It teaches that dharmas have each real substance; 2) 
the teaching which teaches the destruction of the essential nature 破性宗 that is deep teaching of 
the Hinayana. It teaches that dharmas are temporary existence and emptiness; 3) the teaching 
which teaches the destruction of marks 破相宗 that is shallow teaching of the Mahayana. It 
teaches that there is no phenomenon of co-arising and clarifies that dharmas are ultimately no 
substantial beings; 4) the teaching that manifests reality 顕実宗 which is the profound teaching of 
the Mahayana. It teaches that dharmas, which arise with illusory concept, do not exist in the world 
that is ultimately unbreakable eternity. These four teachings each have the meaning of the two 
truths. The second to fourth two truths of the eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa 
Sūtra are preached in the teaching that establishes essential nature 立性宗. Next, the fifth and 
sixth two truths of the eight types of two truths are preached in the teaching that teaches the 
destruction of essential nature 破性宗. Next, the seventh and eighth two truths of the eight types 
of two truths are preached in the teaching that teaches the destruction of marks 破相宗 and in the 
teaching that manifests reality 顕実宗, respectively. 
“Daboniepanjingyiji,” T37,p.738c. 
The four teachings are: 1) the teaching which establishes essential natures 立性宗; 2) the teaching 
which teaches the destruction of essential nature 破性宗; 3) the teaching which teaches the destruction 
of marks 破相宗; 4) the teaching which manifests reality 顕実宗5. Huiyuan adopted the four teachings 
to the latter seven types of two truths in the sutra. What I would like to point out here is that, prior to 
Guanding, Huiyuan made a distinction between the first type and the latter seven types of two truths. 
Therefore, this interpretation was not original to Guanding. According to the Fahuaxuanyi, the four 






The four classifications of the Buddha’s teachings as distinguished by the student of the 
tripitaka-master, Guangtong 光統 (Huiguang 慧光, 468-537), are: 1) the teaching of conditioned 
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co-arising 因縁宗, which indicates the six causes and four conditions in Abhidharma theory; 2) 
the teaching of conventional designation 仮名宗, which indicates three provisional conditions 三
仮 preached in the Satyasiddhi-śāstra 成実論 that is written by Harivarman (lived around 4 
A.D.); 3) the teaching of deceiving marks or seducing marks 誑相宗, which indicates doctrine of 
the Dapinborejing 大品般若経, translated from Indian Pañcaviṃśatisāhasrikā prajñāpāramitā by 
Kumārajīva (344-413, or 350-409), and doctrine of the Sanlun 三論; 4) the teaching of eternal 常
宗, which indicates states of invariability of Buddha principle that is shown in the Mahāparinirvā- 
ṇa Sūtra and the Avataṃsaka Sūtra 華厳経, translated by Buddhabhadra (359-429). 
“Fahuaxuanyi,” T33,p.801b. 
In this passage, Zhiyi refers to the four teachings as a doctrine of Huiguang 慧光, who was a 
founder of the Southern branch of the Dilunzong. The titles of these four teachings are different from 
the four teachings in the Daboniepanjingyiji, but they both refer to the same doctrines. 
As mentioned above, it is clear that Huiyuan, like Guanding, analyzed the doctrine of two truths in 
the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra through eight categories. Moreover, Huiyuan interpreted the categories 
through the traditional Dilunzong doctrine of four teachings, which was originally devised by 
Huiguang. 
5. Conclusion: The Standpoint of Guanding’s theory of seven types of two 
truths 
Prior to Zhiyi, scholar monks based their understanding of the two truths doctrine on the Mahāpa-
rinirvāṇa Sūtra. Sengzong proposed that there were six types of two truths based on the same passage 
from the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. Huiyuan’s interpretation of the two truths in eight types was likewise 
based on the same sutra. As I discussed in Section 2, Guanding appropriated Zhiyi’s theory of seven 
types of two truths, which was based on the traditional Tiantai classification system of the Buddha’s 
teachings, to interpret the theory of eight types of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. However, 
prior to Guanding, Huiyuan used the four teachings classification system of the Southern branch of the 
Dilunzong to interpret the eight types of two truths found in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra. Therefore, this 
theory, which abstracts the two truths from the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra and integrates it to the classifi-
cation system of the Buddha’s teachings, obviously did not originate with Guanding. Eventhough, it is 
not clear whether Guanding saw the Daboniepanjingyiji or not. 
On the other hand, it can be said that Guanding emphasized the integration of his master’s theory 
with interpretations of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, rather than propose his own theory of the two truths. 
Guanding tried to relate the two truths of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra and Zhiyi’s theory of seven types 
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of two truths. From this point of view, he clearly followed his master’s theory. However, Guanding 
failed to systematically integrate the theory of two truths in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra and the theory 
of seven types of two truths in the Fahuaxuanyi. The imperfections of his analysis caused debated 
among later scholar monks regarding theories of the two truths doctrine in the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra, 
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